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ABSTRACT
Independently folded domains in RNAs frequently
adopt identical tertiary structures regardless of
whether they are in isolation or are part of larger
RNA molecules. This is exemplified by the P15
domain in the RNA subunit (RPR) of the universally
conserved endoribonuclease P, which is involved in
the processing of tRNA precursors. One of its
domains, encompassing the P15 loop, binds to the
30-end of tRNA precursors resulting in the formation
of the RCCA–RNase P RNA interaction (interacting
residues underlined) in the bacterial RPR–substrate
complex. The function of this interaction was
hypothesized to anchor the substrate, expose the
cleavage site and result in re-coordination of Mg
2+
at the cleavage site. Here we show that small
model-RNA molecules ( 30nt) carrying the P15-
loop mediated cleavage at the canonical RNase
P cleavage site with significantly reduced rates
compared to cleavage with full-size RPR. These
data provide further experimental evidence for our
model that the P15 domain contributes to both
substrate binding and catalysis. Our data raises
intriguing evolutionary possibilities for ‘RNA-
mediated’ cleavage of RNA.
INTRODUCTION
Like proteins, RNAs are composed of different domains
and these can have different functions, for example
one domain can bind a small ligand or cofactor while
another constitutes the active site (1; see also Refs 2 and
3). When separated, the domains can fold in a similar way
compared to the fold they have in the full-length RNA
molecule. This is exempliﬁed by the P4-P6 domain of
the Tetrahymena group I intron (4–6; for a review see,
e.g. Ref. 7) and the group II intron where domain ﬁve
retains its catalytic activity when separated from the
full-length RNA (8–12; for a review see, e.g. Ref. 13).
This is also true for the catalytic RNA component
(RPR) of the universally conserved endoribonuclease P,
which is involved in the processing of tRNA precursors
[Figure 1 (14–21)].
We recently provided experimental evidence that two
eukaryotic, human and Giardia lamblia, RPRs mediate
cleavage in the absence of proteins. However, the rates
were dramatically lower compared to the bacterial RPR.
Human RPR (H1 RNA) displays a rate 10
6–10
7-fold
lower compared to Escherichia coli RPR (M1 RNA or
Eco RPR; 22). Although the core RPR structure is
conserved, there are important structural differences
between human and bacterial RPRs (23). For example,
the P15–P17 domain with its internal loop, the P15 loop,
is missing in H1 RNA (Figure 1). The P15 loop constitutes
the binding site for the 30-end (the 30-RCCA motif; inter-
acting residues underlined) of the precursor tRNA
(pre-tRNA) substrate (24). Deleting this region in Eco
RPR results in a 10
3–10
4-fold reduction in the rate of
cleavage (22). To increase the cleavage activity of H1
RNA, we introduced Eco RPR’s P15–P17 domain into
H1 RNA. Here we report that although such a chimeric
RPR did not improve the cleavage activity, small RNAs
containing only the P15 loop were able to mediate
cleavage of both model-RNA hairpin substrates and
full-length tRNA precursors. This surprising ﬁnding
provides new insight into RPR-mediated cleavage.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of RPR, small model RNAs containing the
P15 loop, Eco RPR domain constructs and substrates
Eco RPR was prepared as run-off transcripts using T7
DNA-dependent RNA polymerase as described (Ref. 22
and references therein). The pATSerUG substrate deriva-
tives were either purchased from Dharmacon USA
(Lafayette, CO) or prepared as run-off transcript using
T7 DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (22). The tRNA
precursors pSu1 and pSu3 were generated as run-off
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pATSerUG and pSu1, were 50-end labelled using g-
32P-
ATP as described (22) while pSu3 and also pATSerUG
(where the latter was used in the TLC assays, see below)
were internally labeled with a-
32P-UTP and a-
32P-GTP,
respectively (ﬁnal speciﬁc activity 5Ci/mmol).
The P15–P17 and P15–P15.1 RNA constructs were
generated from PCR templates using the following
primers: P15–P17 F-primer and P15–P17 R-primer, P15–
P15.1 F-primer and P15–P15.1 R-primer (Supplementary
Table S1). The PCR templates were designed to carry the
T7 Promoter sequence at the 50-end as described (22). The
P15 PCR-product (P15 RNA) was cloned into a plasmid,
subsequently linearized and used as a transcription
template for T7 DNA-dependent RNA polymerase.
The chemically synthesized (unmodiﬁed and modiﬁed)
versions of the P15 RNA were purchased from
Dharmacon USA (Lafayette, CO, USA). The transcribed
constructs and the chemically synthesized constructs were
gel puriﬁed as described (25). For preparation of the
H1P15–P17 RNA and Eco RPR domain constructs,
see Supplementary Information.
Assay conditions and determination of the kinetic
constants under single-turnover conditions
The cleavage reactions were performed in buffer C [50mM
4-morpholineethanesulfonic acid (MES), 0.8M NH4OAc
pH 6.0] at 37 C in the presence of 160mM Mg(OAc)2,o r
as indicated. In all reactions, before mixing substrate with
the catalytic RNA, the latter were pre-incubated at 37 C
in buffer C and 160mM Mg(OAc)2 for 10min; the sub-
strates were subsequently added and incubated as
indicated. The reactions were performed under
single-turnover conditions at concentrations of substrate
and catalytic RNA as indicated in the ﬁgure.
For the CP RNA, the kinetic constants kobs and
kobs/K
sto (=kcat/KM) were determined under saturating
single-turnover conditions in buffer C (160mM Mg
2+
Figure 1. Predicted secondary structures of wild-type Eco RPR and human RPR, H1 RNA (58). The speciﬁcity (S) and catalytic (C) domains are
separated with the dashed line and the Eco RPR P15–P17 domain is highlighted in light grey. The Eco RPR P15–P17 domain was introduced into
H1 RNA generating H1 RNA+Eco P15–P17 as indicated at the position marked with a grey box. Eco RPRP15–P17 carries a deletion of P15–P17
except the GU pair marked with black circles (22). The highlighted regions in dark grey mark regions in RPR (including P15–P17) known to be
important for binding of the substrate and that show structural differences, for details see main text. P refers to helices in Eco RPR and H1 RNA.
Nucleic Acids Research,2012, Vol.40, No. 5 2225pH 6.0) as previously described (26–28). At this pH, the
chemistry of cleavage of pATSerUG by full-length Eco
RPR is suggested to be rate limiting (29). Brieﬂy, kobs
and kobs/K
sto were calculated [by linear regression from
Eadie–Hofstee plots (30,31)] by determination of the
initial rates at different CP RNA concentrations,
ranging from 0.1 to 37.5mM. The ﬁnal concentration of
substrate was  20nM. The 50-leader product was
quantitated and used for calculating the extent of
cleavage. The rate constants kobs and kobs/K
sto are
deﬁned on the basis of the following simpliﬁed reaction
scheme.
In Scheme 1, kobs reﬂects the rate of cleavage as
indicated while k+1 equals the rate constant kobs/K
sto
(=kcat/Km). On the basis of previous reports
(27,28,32,33) it is likely that k 1 >> kobs. Hence,
K
sto Kd under the reaction conditions used in the
present study. The rate constant k 3 and the correspond-
ing arrow are put in parenthesis since there is no precedent
for the reverse reaction, i.e. ligation.
Analysis of the 50-end of the 50-matured cleavage product
The cleavage site was inferred by comparing the mobility
of the 50-cleavage fragments generated by using the
different catalytic RNAs. The presence of pGp at the
50-end of the large cleavage product was veriﬁed by
two-dimensional thin-layer chromatography (TLC) as
described (34), using a-
32P-GTP internally labeled
pATSerUG (speciﬁc activity at least 5Ci/mmol) as sub-
strate (22). As a control, we used pATSerUG cleaved
with wild-type Eco RPR. Incubation of the substrate
alone did not result in the occurrence of pGp at the
50-end of the large cleavage product (22).
RESULTS
The domain of Eco RPR that interacts with the 30-end of
the substrate mediates cleavage on its own
Given the low cleavage activity for H1 RNA, our initial
aim was to investigate whether it is possible to increase the
H1 RNA activity by the introduction of missing domains,
in particular the Eco RPR’s P15–P17 domain (Figure 1).
As substrate we used the well-characterized model hairpin
loop substrate pATSerUG (Figure 2A). Consistent with
our previous data, H1 RNA mediated cleavage of the
model substrate pATSerUG with a low level (14; Figure
3A). Introduction of the Eco RPR P15–P17 domain
(Figure 1) into H1 RNA (or addition of the P15–P17
RNA in trans, data not shown) did not improve the rate
of cleavage of pATSerUG (Figure 3A) under conditions
where it is possible to monitor weak RPR cleavage activity
using the model substrate pATSerUG (see ‘Materials and
Methods’ section). For the H1P15–P17 RNA construct
(Figure 3A; cf. lane 3) no cleavage was detected, which
might be due to the folding of the RNA but this was not
further investigated. However, surprisingly, the P15–P17
RNA alone promoted cleavage at a low rate (Figures 2B
and 3B; cf. lane 5). On the basis of the mobility of the
50-cleavage fragment, we inferred that pATSerUG was
cleaved at the canonical cleavage site +1. To deﬁne the
region in the P15–P17 RNA responsible for mediating
the cleavage, we used a second small RNA representing
only the P15 stem, the P15 loop and part of the P16 stem
(Figure 2B). The solution structure of this RNA, referred
to as P15 RNA, has been determined by NMR spectros-
copy (35). The P15 RNA also cleaved pATSerUG at a low
rate at the same position as wild-type Eco RPR and P15–
P17 RNA did (cf. lanes 1, 3 and 5 Figure 3B). We con-
ﬁrmed by TLC using a-
32P-GTP internally labeled
pATSerUG that cleavage mediated by the P15–P17
RNA and the P15 RNA generated pGp (36), the
hallmark of RNase P-mediated cleavage (Figure 3C;
data not shown for the P15–P17 RNA; spontaneous or
metal(II)-ion induced cleavage would not have resulted
in the appearance of pGp, see e.g. Ref. 22). Hence, this
demonstrates the presence of 50-phosphate and
30-hydroxyl terminus after cleavage using these short
truncated RNAs. We also tested cleavage of the full-length
tRNA precursors pSu1 and pSu3 (Figure 2A) and as
shown in Figure 3B (cf. lanes 4 and 6) both P15 RNA
and P15–P17 RNA promoted cleavage of pSu1 with a
low rate. The mobility of the 50-cleavage fragments
suggests that both these RNAs cleaved pSu1 at the canon-
ical cleavage site. In the case of pSu3, we also detected
weak cleavage however this was only observed for the
P15–P17 RNA (Figure 3D). A likely reason for the
weak cleavage of pSu3, compared to pATSerUG and
pSu1, is that A+73 and C+74 are less accessible to pairing
with residues ‘C293’ and ‘U294’ in the P15 loop since they
are paired with U 1 and G 2, respectively [Figure 2A and
C; see also below (18,19)].
Comparing the Mg
2+ proﬁles in cleavage of pATSerUG
revealed that wild-type Eco RPR and the P15 RNA have
similar Mg
2+ requirements with a plateau around
160mM. However, at higher [Mg
2+], the rate of cleavage
for the P15 RNA was lower compared to cleavage
at 160mM (Figure 4A). Moreover, the percentage of
cleavage of pATSerUG with P15 RNA increased
linearly over time (Figure 4B) and with increasing concen-
tration of ribozyme (Figure 4C; complete cleavage in any
of our catalytic RNA substrate combinations was not
observed and maximum fraction of substrate converted
into product was  10%). From the data shown in
Figure 2C, it is evident that the rate does not plateau at
the highest concentration of P15 RNA tested. Therefore,
the data could not be ﬁt to obtain the kobs value.
The absence of saturable behavior might be due to sub-
strate binding being rate limiting and/or P15 RNA folding
being sub-optimal. We know from our earlier NMR
spectroscopy studies that the P15 RNA folds into different
structures in solution however we do not know which
of the structures are catalytically active (35). Although,
the kobs value for H1 RNA is 2.6 10
 6min
 1 (22),
i.e. 10
6–10
7-fold lower compared to Eco RPR
2226 Nucleic Acids Research, 2012,Vol.40, No. 5Figure 2. (A) Secondary structures of pATSerUG, pSu1 and pSu3. The canonical RNase P cleavage sites are marked with arrows. The 30-CCA
residues in pATSerUG correspond to positions+74,+75 and+76 in full-length tRNA precursors and consequently the numbering of these positions
follows the numbering in the tRNA precursors. The residue C+74 in pATSerUG was mutated to G as indicated. pSu1 and pSu3 correspond to the
precursors to tRNA
SerSu1 and tRNA
TyrSu3, respectively. (B) The secondary structures of P15–P17 RNA, P15 RNA, and P15–P15.1 RNA. These
RNAs were generated as outlined in ‘Materials and Methods’ section. P15–P17 RNA and P15 RNA were based on Eco RPR (Figure 1) while the
P15–P15.1 RNA was based on M. hyopneumoniae RPR (31). The highlight residue marked in grey corresponds to G293 and was changed to C as
indicated. (C) Model illustrating the interaction between the P15 RNA and the RCC-motif of the substrate (grey area), the RCCA–RPR interaction
(interacting residues underlined). The residues in the P15 RNA that correspond to residues C293 and U294 in Eco RPR are encircled. These residues
were replaced, C293 with G and U294 with G or C. The encircled residues in the substrate correspond to G+73 and C+74 in the substrate, and C+74 was
substituted with G. The 20-OH of U294 is highlighted and was replaced with 20-H. The arrow marks the cleavage site and A–D (encircled in black)
corresponds to Mg
2+ ions that have been identiﬁed in the P15 RNA and in the substrate (19).
Nucleic Acids Research,2012, Vol.40, No. 5 2227(Supplementary Table S2). On the basis of that observa-
tion, the percentage of cleavage of pATSerUG by P15
RNA is similar to that observed for H1 RNA under
these conditions; therefore, we estimate that the rate of
cleavage for P15 RNA is roughly in the same range as
for H1 RNA. Moreover, we also note that the P15–P17
RNA appears to be more active than the P15 RNA and
this might be due to the increased ﬂexibility of the P15
RNA structure. It is also conceivable, but not mutually
exclusive, that the larger P15–P17 RNA interacts more
productively with the 50-leader of the substrate.
Structural changes in the P15 RNA and in the 30-end of
the substrate inﬂuence cleavage
The P15–P17 RNA and P15 RNA were generated using
T7 DNA-dependent RNA polymerase. To eliminate the
possibility that the RNA preparations contained trace
amounts of Eco RPR, dot blot analysis and Reverse
Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR)
were performed (22). These two assays did not reveal
any traces of Eco RPR in our small RNA preparations.
Moreover, a chemically synthesized P15 RNA showed
very similar cleavage properties as our original P15
RNA (not shown). In addition, substitution of residues
participating in the RCCA–RNase P RNA, or RCCA–
RPR, interaction (either in the P15 RNA or in the
substrate and interacting residues underlined; Figure 2A
and B) reduced cleavage compared to the ‘P15 RNA/
wild-type pATSerUG’ situation (Figure 5; note that the
P15 RNA variants were chemically synthesized). These
results parallel our previous data using full-length Eco
RPR and emphasizes the importance of the structural
architecture of the RCCA–RPR interaction for catalysis
(see also below; 24,29,37–41). From Figure 5 it is also
apparent that the 20-OH of U294 (Figure 2C) plays an
important role for catalysis since replacement of this
20-OH with a 20-H resulted in a loss of activity under
these conditions.
Taken together, these data eliminate the presence of
a contaminating activity. Hence, together with the data
discussed above, we conclude that the region of RPR
interacting with the 30-end of the substrate when separated
from the full-length RPR can promote cleavage at the
canonical RNase P cleavage site.
The P15 domain of a type B bacterial RPR mediates
cleavage
On the basis of secondary structure, bacterial RPR can be
divided into two main classes, type A (Ancestral) and type
B (Bacillus like). One distinct structural difference is the
structure of the P15–P17 domain, which in type B RPR is
replaced with a P15 hairpin loop (Figure 2B). Type B RPR
has also a second hairpin loop, P15.1 that is missing
in type A [Figure 2B; (42)]. In spite of the difference in
structure, the type B P15 hairpin loop interacts with the
30-RCCA-motif of pre-tRNAs in a similar way as the type
A relative (37). To investigate whether the P15 domain of
type B promotes cleavage, we generated the P15–P15.1
RNA [based on Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae RPR, Hyo
P RNA, Figure 2B (43)]. This RNA-mediated cleavage
Figure 3. (A) Cleavage of pATSerUG with H1 RNA (lane 2) and
H1P15–P17 RNA (lane 3). The concentrations of substrates and catalytic
RNA were:  20nM for the substrates, 4.8mM for H1 RNA and
4.3mM for H1P15–P17 RNA (Eco RPR P15–P17 inserted into H1
RNA; see Figure 1). Lane 1 pATSerUG incubated under the same
conditions without RPR. Reaction times were 24h in all cases.
(B) Cleavage of pATSerUG and pSu1 with different RNAs. Lane 1,
pATSerUG incubated with wild-type Eco RPR; lane 2, pSu1 incubated
with wild-type Eco RPR; lane 3, pATSerUG incubated with P15 RNA;
lane 4, pSu1 incubated with P15 RNA; lane 5, pATSerUG incubated
with P15–P17 RNA; lane 6, pSu1 incubated with P15–P17 RNA; lane
7, pATSerUG incubated with P15–P15.1 RNA; lane 8, pSu1 incubated
with P15–P15.1 RNA and lanes 9 and 10, incubation of pATSerUG
and pSu1 alone, respectively. The concentrations of substrates and
catalytic RNA were:  20nM for the substrates, 0.16mM for
wild-type Eco RPR, 24mM for P15–P17 RNA, 39mM for P15 RNA
and 23mM for P15–P15.1 RNA. Reaction times were 20.5h in all cases
except for wild-type Eco RPR (10sec). All reactions were performed at
160mM Mg
2+ in reaction buffer C at 37 C. (C) Two-dimensional TLC
demonstrating the presence of pGp at the 50-end of the 50-matured
cleavage product after cleavage of [a-
32P]GTP internally labeled
pATSerUG as indicated (14). (D) Cleavage of [a-
32P]UTP internally
labeled pSu3 (ﬁnal speciﬁc activity  5Ci/mmol) in reaction buffer C
(see ‘Materials and Methods’ section) with different catalytic RNAs:
lane 1 wild-type Eco RPR, lane 2 P15 RNA, lane 3 P15–P17 RNA and
lane 4 P15–P15.1 RNA. The reaction time was 22h in all cases except
for wild-type Eco RPR (10sec). The concentrations of: wild-type Eco
RPR 0.16mM, P15 RNA 39mM, P15–P17 RNA 24mM and P15–P15.1
23mM. Negative control (Ctrl) incubation of pSu3 alone in reaction
buffer C for 22h. For further details see ‘Materials and Methods’
section.
2228 Nucleic Acids Research, 2012,Vol.40, No. 5of pATSerUG and pSu1 at the expected positions (Figure
3B) with rates comparable to those observed for P15–P17
and P15 RNA (see above). The presence of pGp after
cleavage of internally labeled pATSerUG was conﬁrmed
by TLC (Figure 3C). We also investigated whether an
RNA representing just the P15 hairpin loop promoted
cleavage but no activity was detected under these
conditions (data not shown) indicating an important role
forP15.1, perhapsin stabilizing the foldingof theP15loop.
We conclude that a small RNA representing the P15–P15.1
domain of a type B RPR also mediates cleavage.
Importance of the P15–P17 domain in cleavage promoted
by the Eco RPR C domain
RNase P RNA consists of the catalytic (C) and the speci-
ﬁcity (S) domains [Figure 1 (15,16)] where the C domain
alone mediates cleavage in the absence and in the presence
of the RNase P protein with signiﬁcantly reduced activity
(44,45). To investigate the role of the P15–P17 domain in
relationship with the C domain, we tested constructs
with and without the P15–P17 domain (Figure 1 and
Supplementary Figure S1). Figure 6 shows that the C
domain lacking P15–P17 (C construct) did not promote
any detectable cleavage of pATSerUG under these
conditions at 160mM Mg
2+ while its presence did (CP
construct). The kobs for the CP construct was similar to
the kobs previously determined for Eco RPRP15–P17 RNA
(Supplementary Table S2) and in keeping with rates
determined for cleavage using a C domain derived from
a type B RPR (45). Note also that deleting P15–P17 in Eco
RPR result in a catalyst with signiﬁcantly reduced activity
(Figure 6) in keeping with our previous ﬁndings (22;
Figure 4. (A) Cleavage of pATSerUG with wild-type Eco RPR and P15 RNA expressed as a percentage of cleavage per min as a function of Mg
2+.
Concentration of: substrate  20nM, wild-type Eco RPR 3.2mM and P15 RNA 39.1mM. Data are the average of two independent experiments. Bars
indicate the experimental range. (B) Cleavage of pATSerUG in percentage as a function of time and accumulation of the 50-cleavage fragment over
time as indicated. Same concentrations of P15 RNA and substrate as in Figure 3 were used. (C) A typical experiment illustrating cleavage of
pATSerUG with P15 RNA as a function of increasing concentration of P15 RNA. The concentration of substrate was  20nM and the reaction time
after mixing of substrate and P15 RNA was 25h.
Nucleic Acids Research,2012, Vol.40, No. 5 2229Supplementary Table S2). These data show that the C
domain of type A mediates cleavage in the absence of
protein and further corroborate the importance of the
P15–P17 domain and its role for efﬁcient catalysis. In
this context, we note that the S domain is almost com-
pletely missing in some archaeal RPRs and these RPRs do
mediate cleavage in the absence of proteins (46).
DISCUSSION
The conserved P15 loop in bacterial RPR plays an import-
ant role in substrate binding and catalysis (18–21). Here
we showed that the P15 loop RNA mediates cleavage
of various substrates when separated from the full-length
RPR. In the group II intron system the most conserved
region, domain V (D5) plays a key role for catalytic
activity and as part of small RNA molecules it catalyzes
hydrolysis of the exon–intron junction when added in
trans (47–49). Hence, this suggests similarities comparing
RPR and the group II intron RNA and emphasizes
that RNAs with complex structure are composed of
individually functional domains.
Deleting the P15-loop region in a full-length RPR does
not abolish but reduces cleavage activity signiﬁcantly as in
the case of e.g. human RNase P RNA, H1 RNA
(Supplementary Table S2 and Figure 6; 22). Moreover,
compared to Eco RPR, the rate of cleavage for P15
RNA and H1 RNA are signiﬁcantly reduced with rates
a few orders of magnitude higher than the rate constant
for spontaneous hydrolysis (22,50), supporting the notion
that cleavage depends on several determinants in the sub-
strate. In keeping with this expectation is the ﬁnding that
deleting the S domain resulting in the CP construct (this
report) or the P15–P17 domain caused an  4000-fold
lower rate while no detectable cleavage was observed at
pH 6 and 160mM Mg
2+ when the S domain and P15–P17
were deleted (Figure 6 and Supplementary Table S2).
Consequently, dependent on the number of determinants
in the substrate (18,26), or determinant binding sites in
RPR, the efﬁciency of cleavage is affected to a varying
extent. This idea helps rationalize the ability of the P15
RNA to promote cleavage since it can interact product-
ively with the 30-end of the substrate, i.e. formation
of the RCCA–RPR interaction (Figure 2C). Also,
compared to Eco RPR, H1 RNA shows structural
differences in domains that are important substrate
interaction sites that likely rationalize why human RPR
is such a poor catalyst. Apart from the P15–P17 domain,
other known regions that play a role in substrate binding
are structurally altered; for example the binding
sites for the T loop and the  1 residue in the substrate
Figure 6. Cleavage activities of pATSerUG for the Eco RPR C domain
with and without the P15–P17 domain (left panel), and for wt Eco RPR
and Eco RPRP15–P17 (right panel). Amount of RNA added: C con-
struct 7mM and CP construct 5.5mM. For wt Eco RPR and Eco
RPRP15–P17, we used 0.8mM and 2.8mM, respectively. Irrespective of
RPR construct the concentration of g-
32P5 0-end labeled pATSerUG
was  20nM. Time of incubations were: 4h for the Eco RPR C-domain
variants, 0.5min for wt Eco RPR and 4h for Eco
RPRP15–P17. Ctrl (control): incubation of pATSerUG alone for 4h in
the reaction buffer C.
Figure 5. Cleavage of different pATSerUG derivatives with chemically
synthesized variants of the P15 RNA at 160mM Mg
2+ as indicated.
The experiments were performed under single-turnover conditions at
pH 6.0 and at 37 C as described in ‘Materials and Methods’ section.
The concentrations of substrates and P15 RNA variants were  20nM
and 39.1mM, respectively. In cleavage of the +74 variants the reaction
times were 4h (lanes labeled 1), 24.5h (lanes labeled 2) and 26h (lanes
labeled 3). C+74 (wild-type pATSerUG) and G+74 refer to the identity
of the residue at position 74 in the substrate while C293 refers to the
identity of the residue at position 293 (wild-type: G293) in the P15 RNA
(for comparison we use Eco RPR numbering; Figure 1A). In the right
panel pATSerUG was cleaved with chemically synthesized P15 RNA
variants carrying substitutions at position 294 (Figure 1C). A reaction
time of 18h was used while assaying the different P15 variants.
Controls (Ctrl) incubation of substrate in reaction buffer C without
the P15 RNA; Ctrl I pATSerUG (26h); Ctrl II pATSerUG(G+74)
(26h); Ctrl III pATSerUG (18h).
2230 Nucleic Acids Research, 2012,Vol.40, No. 5(18; Figure 1). However, addition of the P15–P17 domain
to H1 RNA did not give any detectable activity (or im-
provement as in the case when the P15–P17 was added in
trans). At present, we have no explanation for this
observation, but we speculate that one possibility is
folding of the RNA constructs such that substrate
binding or catalysis is affected. Moreover, these constructs
might interact differently with the T loop in the model
substrate pATSerUG, which is known to inﬂuence the
cleavage efﬁciency (26–28). Also in the H1 RNA case,
even with the P15–P17 domain present we do not know
whether the P6 domain is present or not in our H1
RNAP15–P17 construct and this might also be a factor to
consider.
We have proposed that the function of the RCCA–RPR
interaction is to anchor the substrate, expose the cleavage
site, and as a consequence result in re-coordination of
Mg
2+ ion(s) (24). Our present ﬁndings that small RNAs
representing the domain that interacts with the 30-terminal
RCCA motif in the substrate mediates cleavage support
that the P15 loop contributes to both substrate binding
and catalysis. Speciﬁcally, the P15 RNA is expected to
bind 6 Mg
2+ (51) and one is positioned close to the
20-OH of U294 [A; Figure 2C (25)]. Most likely and
consistent with our previous data using full-size Eco
RPR (19,25), Mg2+
A stabilizes the interaction between
residue +73 in the substrate and U294, which has been
suggested to inﬂuence positioning of Mg2+
B that generates
the nucleophile (41). Interestingly, substituting the 20-OH
with 20-H at position U294 (Figure 2C) resulted in loss of
activity indicating an important role for the 20-OH at this
position (Figure 5). Hence, in this model the 20-OH of
U294 is likely to play a role for binding of Mg2+
A .
However, in the crystal structure of RNase P in complex
with tRNA we note that no metal(II)-ions are detected in
the vicinity U294 (21). This might be due to the fact that
this structure represents the post-cleavage stage and/or
due to the resolution (4.1A ˚ ).
Both the P15 RNA, when separated from the rest of
the RPR, and H1 RNA mediate cleavage (this report,
22). The former lacks all regions except the one that
interacts with the 30-RCCA-motif while this region is
missing in H1 RNA (Figures 1 and 2). These two catalysts
nevertheless cleave the same substrates resulting in prod-
ucts with the same ends, 50-phosphate and 30-hydroxyl.
One question is therefore how this can be rationalized.
Available data suggest that chemical groups in the
substrate affect positioning of Mg
2+ in the vicinity of the
cleavage site as well as the rate of cleavage (18,19 and
references therein). Hence, we argue that it is conceivable
that Mg2+
B (see Figure 2C and also Refs 19 and 41) is
associated with the substrate and when the P15 RNA
(or H1 RNA)-substrate complex is formed Mg2+
B is repos-
itioned to ensure that the nucleophilic attack occurs
from the correct orientation in relation to the scissile
phosphorous center to generate a 50-phosphate and a
30-hydroxyl as cleavage products. This model is also
applicable to when other RPRs are used and is consistent
with that Mg
2+ are positioned near the 50-end of the tRNA
in the crystal structure of RNase P in complex with tRNA
(21). In this context note that changing the structural
topography of the RCCA–RPR interaction inﬂuences
catalysis (see above; 24,29,37–41). We therefore
hypothesized that this affects positioning of Mg
2+ at and
near the cleavage site, and cleavage efﬁciency (29).
This becomes more apparent in the P15 ‘RNA-mediated’
reaction than in the Eco RPR case likely due to that
cleavage by P15 RNA depends on the RCCA–RPR inter-
action while in the case of full-length Eco RPR several
determinants are present (see above). Therefore, this is
a likely reason to why the C293 variant did not rescue
cleavage of pATSerUG(G+74) (Figure 5).
Functional RNAs are composed of domains (1) and it
has been suggested that the C domain is the ancestral part
of RPR (52). The P15 loop constitutes an autonomous
metal ion-binding domain (25). Together with our
present ﬁndings, this observation suggests the possibility
that the P15 loop is an ancient part of RPR. However,
according to Sun and Caetano-Anolle ´ s (53) the P15
domain was recruited at a later stage in evolution. The
driving force could have been the appearance of more
complex RNA molecules, such as hairpin loop RNAs,
that needed to be processed and/ or the need for faster
reactions or multiple turnover reactions (it has not yet
been demonstrated that P15 RNA or H1 RNA performs
multiple turnover). In the hammerhead ribozyme the
presence of a peripheral domain gives a signiﬁcant
rate-enhancement that is due to stabilization of the
active conformation (54,55). Note also that the ancient
part of pre-tRNA is considered to be the top domain,
i.e. the acceptor stem, T stem and T loop (56,57), and it
has been suggested that the top domain of tRNA and the
C domain coevolved (53). Moreover, the rate of cleavage
for H1 RNA and other eukaryotic RPRs, which have
lost the P15 loop (23), are signiﬁcantly reduced (22). It is
therefore possible that the presence of protein(s) is
required for efﬁcient cleavage and multiple turnovers
when the number of substrate determinants are reduced.
Hence, the protein might have compensated for the loss of
elements such as the P15 loop. Consistent with this
postulate, we recently showed that an archaeal RPR in
complex with two of its proteins displayed substrate
recognition properties that coincided with those of the
Eco RPR rather than the archaeal RPR (27). Moreover
Lai et al. (46) recently identiﬁed archaeal RPRs with sig-
niﬁcantly reduced S domains and given the importance of
the bacterial S domain for substrate binding (21,26–28) it
is likely that proteins compensate for the loss of the S
domain in these archael RPRs (see also Ref. 33). In this
context, it is also important to note that metal(II)-ion
induced cleavage generates products with 50-OH and
20,30-cyclic phosphate at their ends. Therefore, it is plaus-
ible (not mutually exclusive) that through evolution there
was a selection pressure for evolving RNA-motifs capable
of mediating RNA cleavage that yields product termini
with 50-phosphate and 30-OH.
In conclusion, given that human RNase P RNA and
that the P15 loop as part of small RNAs mediate
cleavage, opens for new ways to study and understand
RNA based catalysis and its evolution. In particular the
catalytic P15 RNA will be useful to identify chemical
groups needed to mediate cleavage of its substrate.
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